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Single life is full of questions...imponderables such as: "Is it possible to transform an addiction to reality date
shows into a substitute for actual dating?" and "Is scanning demographic lists of available men with nice
(read: British-sounding) names and upscale addresses more dignified if one does it in the privacy of one's
apartment with a bottle of wine and an equally romance-challenged friend?" Not having all the answers
doesn't keep thirty-year-old Claire Duncan up at night. She loves her job as a copywriter at a small Venice
Beach advertising and promotion agency - even though it's not making her much money. She loves her hemp
drawstring capris - even though they're not getting her any dates. And she loves her mother - who in turn
despairs of ever having grand-children. But Claire's comfortable, moderately caffeinated routine gets a
double-espresso jolt when she's given the assignment of promoting an up-and-coming pop band. Heartthrob
needs a change of image. And lead guitarist Brendan Baker has Claire rethinking her don't-date-the-clients-
no-matter-how-hot-they-are rule. His earnest brown-eyed gaze makes her feel like an underwear-throwing
groupie. Which is quite below her, if you ask her co-worker Dennis - whose own revived love life leaves
something to be desired, if you ask Claire. Suddenly - and quite accidentally - Claire has become someone to
whom cute twenty-something boys (as well as guy pals and ex-boyfriends) are attracted, and everything has
become just a tad more complicated than before. Not to mention a hell of a lot more fun...
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From reader reviews:

Michael Mazzariello:

Have you spare time for just a day? What do you do when you have much more or little spare time? Yes, you
can choose the suitable activity regarding spend your time. Any person spent their own spare time to take a
wander, shopping, or went to the particular Mall. How about open or read a book entitled Latte Lessons?
Maybe it is to be best activity for you. You understand beside you can spend your time with your favorite's
book, you can more intelligent than before. Do you agree with the opinion or you have various other
opinion?

Leo Rizer:

Latte Lessons can be one of your starter books that are good idea. We recommend that straight away because
this book has good vocabulary which could increase your knowledge in vocab, easy to understand, bit
entertaining but nonetheless delivering the information. The article writer giving his/her effort to place every
word into satisfaction arrangement in writing Latte Lessons but doesn't forget the main place, giving the
reader the hottest in addition to based confirm resource facts that maybe you can be among it. This great
information can easily drawn you into brand new stage of crucial considering.

Edward Foland:

This Latte Lessons is great reserve for you because the content that is certainly full of information for you
who else always deal with world and still have to make decision every minute. This kind of book reveal it
information accurately using great arrange word or we can state no rambling sentences inside. So if you are
read that hurriedly you can have whole facts in it. Doesn't mean it only provides you with straight forward
sentences but difficult core information with splendid delivering sentences. Having Latte Lessons in your
hand like having the world in your arm, info in it is not ridiculous one particular. We can say that no e-book
that offer you world within ten or fifteen minute right but this publication already do that. So , this can be
good reading book. Hello Mr. and Mrs. stressful do you still doubt in which?

Donald Lester:

Many people spending their period by playing outside using friends, fun activity having family or just
watching TV 24 hours a day. You can have new activity to shell out your whole day by studying a book.
Ugh, do you think reading a book can actually hard because you have to use the book everywhere? It fine
you can have the e-book, bringing everywhere you want in your Touch screen phone. Like Latte Lessons
which is finding the e-book version. So , why not try out this book? Let's view.
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